Using environmental sequencing approaches, we now have the ability to deeply 39 characterize biodiversity and biogeographic patterns in understudied, uncultured 40 microbial taxa (investigations of bacteria, archaea, and microscopic eukaryotes using 41 454/Illumina sequencing platforms). However, the sheer volume of data produced from 42 these new technologies requires fundamentally different approaches and new 43 paradigms for effective data analysis. Scientific visualization represents an innovative 44 method towards tackling the current bottleneck in bioinformatic workflows. In addition 45 to giving researchers a unique approach for exploring large datasets, it stands to 46 empower biologists with the ability to conduct powerful analyses without requiring a 47 deep level of computational knowledge. Here we present Phinch, an interactive, 48 browser-based visualization framework that can be used to explore and analyze 49 biological patterns in high-throughput -Omic datasets. This project takes advantage of 50 standard file formats from computational pipelines in order to bridge the gap between 51 biological software (e.g. microbial ecology pipelines) and existing data visualization 52 capabilities (harnessing the flexibility and scalability of technologies such as HTML5). 53 54 55 Introduction 56 57 The advent of high-throughput sequencing data is now ushering in a veritable 58 renaissance in biology. For the first time, we have the ability to deeply characterize the 59 global biodiversity of historically neglected, microbial taxa via environmental 60 sequencing approaches (investigations of bacteria, archaea, and microscopic 61 eukaryotes using 454/Illumina sequencing platforms, e.g. Creer et al. 2010, Sogin et al 62 2006). However, the sheer volume of data produced from these new technologies will 63 require fundamentally different approaches and new paradigms for effective data 64 analysis (Akey & Shriver, 2011). Scientific visualization represents an innovative method 65 towards tackling the current bottleneck in bioinformatics; in addition to giving 66 researchers a unique approach for exploring large datasets, it stands to empower 67 biologists with the ability to conduct powerful analyses without requiring a deep level 68 of computational knowledge. 69 Effective, sophisticated visualization tools (taking advantage of human cognition 70 and human information-processing capabilities) can help to link information from 71 disparate fields, propelling scientific insight and spurring new discoveries (Munzner et 72 al, 2006). Computer algorithms face significant difficulty in identifying simple data 73 patterns, and thus writing algorithms for complex, subtle patterns (the type that exist in 74 biological systems) is almost impossible. The human eye, in contrast, is very adept at 75 spotting subtle visual patterns, able to quickly notice trends and outliers (Heer et al, 76 2010), especially when presented with intuitive, well-designed software tools and user 77 interfaces (Heer & Shneiderman 2012). 78 The increasing scale of -Omic data (hundreds of millions of raw DNA 79 sequences) makes it unfeasible to conduct fine-scale analyses in many existing 80 biological software packages. In addition, the generation of high-throughput 81 sequencing data (454, Illumina) fundamentally differs from Sanger sequencing 82 platforms -the nature of the data requires specific computational considerations (e.g. 83 accounting for intragenomic variation across 18S rRNA gene copies present in 84 eukaryotic genomes, which inherently affect our interpretation of environmental 85 sequence data; Bik et al. 2012a). Thus, given recent advances in sequencing 86 technology, the development of exploratory data visualization approaches would be 87 particularly well-suited for high-throughput datasets, since we do not yet understand 88 the regularities or "classes of behavior" inherent to the underlying biological sequences 89 (Shoresh and Wong 2012). 90 Here we present Phinch (http://phinch.org), an interactive, exploratory data 91 visualization tool designed to facilitate the analysis of -Omic datasets. This software 92 framework provides a streamlined visualization workflow and sleek user interface, 93 aimed at enabling novel explorations of large biological datasets as part of the 94 downstream data analysis workflow. Phinch is accessible via web browser (Google 95 Chrome), with the software implemented locally on a user's machine; all data 96 processing and visual renderings are carried out using built-in javascript libraries within 97 the browser application itself. The overarching goals of the Phinch data visualization 98 framework have been twofold: first, to encourage researchers and public audiences to 99 interact with and explore large -Omic datasets, regardless of computational skill level, 100 and second, to promote effective and efficient scientific research by providing an 101 intuitive and easy way to filter data, identify biological patterns, and export publication-102 quality graphics. 103 104 105 Methods 106 107 Phinch is a fully open source framework written in CoffeeScript
designed to function locally on a user's machine, within the framework of a web 114 browser; the current software release is optimized for use in Google Chrome. The 115 visualization framework relies on built-in javascript APIs within Chrome (e.g. IndexedDB
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-http://aaronpowell.github.io/db.js/) to parse files and prepare datasets for 117 downstream visualizations. The data visualizations in Phinch are constructed using the 118 D3.js software library (http://d3js.org/), a popular toolkit that allows for dynamic and 119 interactive visualizations of large datasets. D3.js is a relatively new javascript library 120 that enables rich data visualizations to be created within a web browser; this library has 121 many features, but one strength is the ease at which scalable vector graphics (SVGs) 122 can be created. SVG is an XML based vector image format that is supported in nearly 123 all modern browsers. Phinch also utilizes jQuery, another javascript library that is 124 designed to work in almost every web browser and facilitates many common web pipelines for the processing and analysis of environmental sequence data (primarily 141 rRNA amplicon datasets, but QIIME is also used for shotgun metagenomic data). In 142 developing Phinch, we chose to focus on BIOM-formatted files because of the 143 flexibility and long-term utility that this format offers for different types of biological 144 datasets. The BIOM format is readily extensible and applicable to any type of biological 145 matrix and associated metadata. For example, it could be used to represent OTU 146 tables derived from environmental amplicon datasets, reported contigs from 147 metagenomic studies with their associated ontologies, gene variant data, or even 148 morphological character state matrices. Phinch requires only a single BIOM file as 149 input, and from a software engineering standpoint this greatly simplifies the process of 150 loading and parsing user datasets. We have taken advantage of built-in features 
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This is in stark contrast to past scenarios, where similar visualization software would 282 need to be developed as a downloadable standalone application, with a limited user 283 base restricted to a specific operating system(s). By targeting a web browser instead,
284
Phinch aims to bring data visualization tools to a much larger audience of users; the 285 software is agnostic to operating system and can be readily utilized by anyone with 286 access to a modern web browser.
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While developing Phinch, we have aimed to minimize overlap with existing data observations (e.g. proportional abundances of genes/taxa, by clicking the "%" button).
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A "subway map" diagram above the bar chart enables users to summarize observation 382 data at higher or lower levels in a taxonomy or ontology (in this example, displaying 383 higher versus lower level taxonomy, e.g. Phylum versus Family levels). In addition, a 384 search box with an autocomplete text feature allows users to scan the dataset for 385 specific taxa or ontology terms. 
